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In this paper, rings are commutative with identity. They need not be 
Noetherian, except as noted. The minimal number of generators of a finitely 
generated R-module M is denoted by u(M). 
We say that A4 has n generators if v(M) < n This is clearly equivalent to 
the existence of an epimorphism R” -+ M. By analogy we say that M has n 
projective generators if there is an epimorphism P + M with P a projective 
R-module of rank n. 
The papers by Swan [ 121 and Serre [lo] give early examples of generation 
and projective generation theorems. New results on the structure of 
projective modules have prompted a rash of projective generation theorems, 
some of which have become generation theorems as result of the projective in 
question being shown to be free. See, for example, papers by Boratynski 
[2, 31, Mohan Kumar [8], Geramita-Weibel [5], and the lecture notes by 
Vasconcelos [ 141. 
In this paper we prove a projective generation and a generation theorem 
(Theorem 2) which are essentially extensions of Boratynski’s projective 
generation theorem [2]. We deduce as a corollary a theorem due to Mohan 
Kumar (Corollary 3). The techniques are sufficiently different from those of 
Mohan Kumar (stable range versus prime avoidance) that improvements 
may be possible. 
The proofs of these results prompt some questions on the map 
K,(R,) + K,(R) (which is defined when (f, g) = R), and on conditions on g 
for which Pg is free. The paper concludes with some results on these 
questions. 
We begin with a proposition due to Boratynski. We omit the proof. 
PROPOSITION 1 (Boratynski [2]). Let R be a ring and let I c R be an 
ideal. Set n = v(I/Z*). 
Then there exist x1,..., x, E I and s,s’ E R such that 
(1) (s,s’)=R, 
(2) ss’ E (Xl )...) XJ, 
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(3) 1, = (x1 T..., xn) R,, 
(4) I,, = R,,. 
The following theorem is the extension of Boratynski’s projective 
generation theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let R, I, x, ,..., x,, s, s’ be as in the above proposition. Set 
P= ker(RF$, +(x~“.XJ R,,,). Then 
(1) Zf P is isomorphic to the localization at s of a projective R,,- 
module, then Z has n projective generators. 
(2) If there exists an element g E R such that (ss’,g) = R and x,,...,x~ 
becomes stable in RssCR, then Z has n generators, that is, v(Z) = v(Z/Z2). 
ProoJ: Boratynski proves something weaker than (1) in [2], where he 
proves that Z has n projective generators if there is a projective R,,-module Q 
which localizes to P at s which satisfies the additional condition that 
Q @ R,, E R;,. 
To prove (l), we have by assumption a projective Rs,-module, Q, for 
which there is an isomorphism f: P + Q,. We will show that there is an 
isomorphism h: RiS, -+ (Q OR,,), such that the projective module over R 
obtained by patching Rf and Q @ R,, via h over R,,, maps onto I. 
To do this, consider the maps Ri -+(XI”‘Xn) (xr,...,x,) R, =I, and 
Q@R,,+“=RS,=Z,,. Choose a splitting u: R&, -+ P of the inclusion 
PC R;,,. Define h to be the composite of the isomorphisms 
R:s, + P @ R,,, + Q, 0 R,,, given by h(Ei) = (f(u(~~)), xi). 
Since the following diagram commutes, we are done with part (1). 
Rfs’ 
(X,...X.) 
-(x, . ..x.,)R,,,=Z,,~ 
I 
(cT.Lv,..~X”)) 
h P 0 R,,, 
I 
f01 
Q,@R,,, A R,,, = I,,, 
To prove (2), first note that (s, s’) = R and (ss’,g) = R implies 
(s, s’g) = R. Consider now the maps 
(X,...X,) 
R: - (x, ,..., x,) R, = I, 
R?, 
(lO...O) 
-R,,, = (R,,), = (I,,), = Z,,,. 
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Since xi ,..., x, is stable in R,,,, (i.e., since there exist elements r, ,..., r, I in 
R ss,g such that the sequence x1 + rlx, ,..., x,-, + rn- ,x, is unimodular), 
there is an elementary matrix E E GL(n, R,,,,) making the following diagram 
commute: 
(X,. .X”) 
R&-I ss ‘g = R&g 
E 
I I/ II (lO...O) 
R$,-I ss ‘g = R&g 
Therefore I is the image of a projective R-module obtained by patching 
two free modules via an elementary matrix.. But by a theorem of Suslin [ 111 
(see Proposition 5, also), such projectives are free and thus Z has n 
generators. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. Note that the hypothesis in part (1) of the theorem is satisfied 
if P is free, i.e., if xi ,..., x, is completable over R,,,. It is also satisfied if 
there is an element g E R such that (ss’, g) = R and P, is free (not 
necessarily because of stability) over R,,,,. For in this case P extends to a 
projective module over all of R: just patch P and Ri-’ over R,,,, via the 
assumed isomorphism between P, and Ri$:i. 
We now deduce as a corollary a theorem due to Mohan Kumar [8]. As 
the techniques are based on stable range rather than dimension, refinements 
in his theorem may be possible. 
COROLLARY 3 (Mohan Kumar). Let R be a Noetherian ring and I c R 
an ideal satisfying u(l/Z*) > dim R. Then v(I) = u(Z/Z’). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2, part (2) and the 
following lemma whose proof has been gleaned from an argument of 
Murthy’s ([9, Theorem 3.11) 
LEMMA 4. Let R be a Noetherian ring and f E R. Say x, ,..., x, E R, is a 
unimodular sequence. Assume n > dim R. Then there is a g E R such that 
(f, g) = R and x, ,..., x, is stable in R,. 
Proof Consider the multiplicative set S = 1 + (f). Since every maximal 
ideal of R either contains f or an element of the form 1 + xf, 
dim S-‘R, < dim R. So Bass’s stable range theorem [ 1 ] applies to x, ,..., x, 
in S-‘R, as n - 1 > dim S-‘R,. So x,,..., x, is stable in S-‘R,.. But then 
there is a g E S such that x, ,..., x, is stable in R,. Since g E 1 + (f ), we are 
done. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Suslin’s proof of the fact that when you patch two free modules 
via an elementary matrix you get a free module is rather technical so we give 
here a proof of the weaker proposition that the resulting module is stably 
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free. This result is sufficient to deduce Mohan Kumar’s result as, although 
the patched module produced in ‘the proof of Theorem 2, part (2), would 
now be known to be only stable free, under the hypothesis v(Z/Z*) > dim R it 
would have rank sufficiently high (namely, n) to be free by the Bass 
Cancellation Theorem [ 11. Also the proof we give avoids the assumption of 
Gersten [6] that R be “K-regular,” i.e., that for any set X, K,(R) + K,(R [Xl) 
be an isomorphism. That such a patched module, as above, be stably free is 
equivalent to the statement that the map d: GL(R,,) + K,(R) given y 
d(h) = [P(h)] - [R”] (where h E GL(n, Rfg) and P(h) is the projective R- 
module gotten by patching RJ and Ri over R, via h) factors through 
K,(R,,) = GL(R,)/E(R,). But since E(R,) = [GL(R,), GL(R,)] and K,(R) 
is Abelian, this will follow if d is shown to be a homomorphism. This is done 
in the following. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let R be a ring and let f, g E R with (f, g) = R. Let 
a, /I E GL(n, Rfg). Then P(c$) @ R” z P(a) @ P(p). 
Proof. As in Gersten [6], for example, it suffices to find x E GL(2n, RR) 
and y E GL(2n, R,) such that x(g i)y = (“t F), where Z is the n x n 
identity matrix. To this end choose an integer s so large that a = A/(fg)“, 
P = Bl(f.Y with A and B having entries in R and that (since 
or,/3 E GL(n, Rfg) there exist n x n matrices over R, 2 and B, with 
A/(fg)S . @(fg)” = Z and B/(fg)S . @(fg)” = I. Since (.Lg>=R 
(f “, g’“) = R. So choose u and v in R with uf *’ + vgzs = 1. Set 
X= 
.@I 54 gsi 1 and Y= -+J vgsz 
It is easy to check that x and y are as desired. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (1) Note that P(ap) @ R” z P(a) @ P@) is stronger than the 
statement d(a/3) = d(a) + d(/3) for the latter just says that P(a/3) @ R” and 
P(a) @ P@) are stably isomorphic. 
(2) This proposition together with Suslin’s result shows that 
P(aE)@R”z P(a) 0 R” if a, E E GL(n, Rfg) and E is elementary. I do not 
know if the R”‘s can be left off. 
(3) It is easy to show that if E is an elementary transvection, then 
P(E) is free. See [6]. 
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(4) The K-theory exact sequence for the diagram 
R -+ R, 
1 1 
Rf + Rf8 
is also discussed in Landsburg [7]. 
Part (1) of Theorem 2 prompts questions on the “extension” problem. We 
offer the following proposition which is the stable version of the argument of 
Murthy’s in [9]. The stable version does not require regularty. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let R be a Noetherian ring with dim R ( co. Let f E R 
and let P be a stably free R,=module of rank = dim R. 
Then there is a projective R-module Q such that Q 0 R is free and Qr z P. 
Proof. Note that if rank P > dim R, then P is free, so there is no problem 
and if rank P < dim R, the proposition is false (even for R a polynomial ring 
over a field) by an example of Eisenbud’s [9]. 
Set dim R = n - 1. Now rank(P @ Rf) = dim R + 1 > dim R,. Since P is 
stably free, P 0 R fz R;. So there is a unimodular sequence x, ,..., x, E R, 
such that P = ker(Rf” +(X1”.Xn) R,). By Lemma 4, there is a g E R with 
(f, g) = R and such that xr,...,x, is stable over R,8. As in the proof of 
Theorem 2 part (2), there is an elementary matrix E E E(R,) such that 
(Xl . . . xn)= (10 . . . 0) E. Therefore, there is an isomorphism h: P, -+ RTgpl 
making the following diagram commute. 
0- P -R” (XI...X,) 8 ftT -R,g-O 
I” lE I 
0 - RT8-’ - Ryp 
(lO...O) 
-R, --+ 0 
Now patch P and Ri-’ via h over R, and call the resulting module Q. By 
construction Q extends P. Denote by F the projective R-module obtained by 
patching R; and R,” over R, via E. The above commutative diagram shows 
that Q OR cz F. As before, since E is elementary, F is free. Q.E.D. 
We conclude with some comments about a question alluded to following 
the proof of Theorem 2: if P is projective, when is P, free? The following 
lemma is easy to prove. 
LEMMA 7. If A4 is a finitely generated R-module, then M, has a free 
summand over R, tf and only tf there exists an ideal I c R with g” E I for 
some n and an epimorphism M-+ I. 
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COROLLARY 8. If P@RsR3, P,-free jf and only if there is an 
epimorphism P -+ I with I c R an ideal satisfying g” E I for some n. 
Proof. In view of the previous lemma, the point is that stably free 
projectives of rank one are free. 
COROLLARY 9. Let R = F?[x, y, z]/(x’ +y2 + z2 - l), where Iu = the 
reals. Let P = ker(R 3 -+‘xYy,Z’ R). Let g E R. Then P, is free if and only if g 
has a (real) zero on S2. 
ProoJ First assume g has a zero on S2. By arguments similar to those 
given in [4, Lemma 4.21 we can assume that g(0, 0, 1) = 0. Set 
m = (x, y, z - 1). That same paper proves that there is an epimorphism P + I 
to an ideal of R satisfying m3 c I c m. (This is the second example following 
Corollary 5.3.) But g(0, 0, 1) = 0, so g E m. Hence g3 E m3 c I. But then 
Lemma 7 shows that P, is free. 
Conversely, if g has no zero on S2, then the ring R, maps to the ring of 
real-valued continuous functions on S2, C(S’). Since P, ORI: C(S*) is not free 
] 131, P, is not free. Q.E.D. 
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